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Abstract

In Latin America, presidents from different ideological backgrounds have systematically attacked the judiciary in order to implement their preferred public policies. In many cases, the leaders who control the executive branch have shown an early normative opposition to the power of courts to engage in the process of judicial review. For this article, I conducted a case study of Argentina from 2007 to 2015 under President Cristina Fernández de Kirchner that showed a different pattern and dynamic. After judges started to block public policies, she challenged the conception that liberal democracies require an independent judiciary with the constitutional ability to limit the scope of action of the executive and legislative branches. This view challenged the traditional liberal-democratic conception of the judiciary as a counter-majoritarian branch. The presidential party characterized judges as an aristocratic caste who ruled against the popular will in order to protect corporations’ economic interests. Consequently, the president proposed a “democratized judiciary” in which judges rule following the “people’s will,” which meant whatever the president elected by a circumstantial electoral majority decided.
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In Latin America, presidents from different ideological backgrounds have systematically attacked the judiciary in order to implement their preferred public policies. In many cases, such as with Hugo Chávez in Venezuela (1999–2013), Alberto Fujimori in Peru (1990–2000), and Jair Bolsonaro in Brazil (2019–2022), the leaders in control of the executive branch have shown an early ideological and normative commitment against the power of courts to engage in judicial review. In this article, I conduct a case study of Argentina from 2007 to 2015 that shows a different pattern and dynamic. During that period, Argentina was a case of a populist president, Cristina Fernández de Kirchner, who became progressively radicalized in her policies against the independence of the media and the courts. After judges started to block the implementation of her public policies, the president developed a populist narrative about the proper role of the judiciary that directly challenged the classical liberal understanding of what judges are required to do in a liberal democracy. This case exemplifies how president’s radicalization in her policy preferences against other political and social actors led her to perceive adversarial court rulings as a sign of an illegitimate alliance between judges and her political opponents.

In 2008, a conflict between the executive and rural organizations over taxes launched a reciprocal process of increasing radicalization between President Cristina Fernández de Kirchner (2007–2015) and different opposition parties and the media. President Fernández perceived that the traditional media and, in particular, Grupo Clarín (Argentina’s largest media conglomerate), had a biased and unfair coverage of her conflict with rural organizations. Moreover, the executive accused Claro of promoting attempts to force Fernández to leave office. In 2009, the administration began to engage in an unprecedented battle against Grupo Clarín. This led to the passing of a law to de-concentrate the media market with the intent of striking a blow against Grupo Clarín, which was immediately challenged in court. Multiple judges over many years decided to block the implementation of the media law and the executive reacted by implementing a coordinated strategy to undermine judicial independence. A crucial part of this attack was the creation of a populist narrative, elaborated and promoted by journalists, academics, intellectuals, and lawyers who were supporters of the administration. This view challenged the traditional liberal-democratic conception of the judiciary as a counter-majoritarian branch. Instead, the administration characterized judges as an aristocratic caste who ruled against the popular will in order to protect corporate interests. In this way, the administration and its followers explicitly questioned the judiciary’s authority to exercise judicial review.

In 2013, the conflict between the executive and the judiciary reached its peak when Fernández moved forward with a comprehensive judicial reform that would have severely damaged judicial independence. The Supreme Court nullified this reform in a landmark case in which the justices articulated a counter-narrative against the one put forward by the administration. The Court defended a conception of constitutional democracy that requires an independent judiciary with the capacity to limit circumstantial legislative majorities as well as harmonize majority rule with the protection of individual rights. From that moment onward, Fernández and her supporters continued to develop this populist narrative about the courts as just one piece of a more general populist worldview. In order to develop my argument and causal mechanisms for the Argentinian case, I collected evidence from multiple sources.

---

1 I am grateful to Benjamin Sehnert, Tomás Gold, Cynthia McClintock, Julio Carrión, Cathleen Andrews, and two anonymous reviewers for their helpful comments. Also, a special thanks to Marlene Laruelle for organizing the wonderful workshop, “Ililliberalism in Latin America” (April 2022) at The George Washington University.
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sources: semi-structured elite interviews, newspapers, documents, speeches, memoirs, books written by investigative journalists, and other primary documents. I also rely extensively on scholarly works by constitutional lawyers and social scientists who are experts in specific topics discussed in the paper.

Radicalization, Liberal Democracy, and the Judiciary

In this section I explain how actors who have radicalized preferences create a narrative against the liberal-democratic notion that judges should conduct judicial review. This is just one particular dimension of the tension between having an extreme commitment to certain policy outcomes (resulting in radicalization) and a commitment to maintaining liberal democracy. By radicalization, I refer to an antagonistic disposition of actors towards others in the pursuit of certain policies. A radical actor is one who has “intense policy preferences located towards a pole of the policy spectrum.” In particular, this conceptualization of radicalization has three components: (1) polarization (the actor’s preferences move far away from other political actors), (2) impatience (actors feel an urgency to achieve their goals immediately), and (3) intransigence (actors reject any compromise when pursuing their policy goals).

Radicalization processes can either start within the executive branch, the opposition, or civil society groups. Likewise, they can be initiated: (1) by transformative actors who aim to radically change the status quo, or (2) by conservative actors who are intransigent in their defense of the status quo.

On the other hand, by the term liberal democracy, I refer to a specific type of political regime that has two dimensions. The electoral dimension refers to rules of access to state power that mandate that top legislative and executive positions should be accessed through free, fair, inclusive, effective, and regular elections. The liberal dimension refers to rules that impede the concentration of state power, guarantee social pluralism, and protect individual rights. State power is usually divided among the legislative, executive, and judicial branches, which have specific tasks, including checking and balancing each other. Moreover, horizontal accountability agencies have been included in many constitutional designs in order to monitor the executive branch. Besides diffusing state power, liberal democracies also protect an ample set of rights, such as freedom of expression, of the press, of association and assembly, of movement, of religion, and the protection of the right to own private property.


4 Mainwaring and Pérez-Liñán, Democracies and Dictatorships in Latin America, 36.


6 Political regimes are the set of formal and informal rules that regulate both how actors access the main offices of the government and state, as well as the limits of the state’s regulatory and coercive powers over civil society: see Mainwaring and Pérez-Liñán, Democracies and Dictatorships in Latin America, 64–65. For the two dimensions that make up liberal democracy, see Carlos Gervasoni, Hybrid Regimes within Democracies (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2018), 27–41.


Given the aforementioned definitions of radicalization and liberal democracy, I argue that radicalized actors will necessarily take a critical view of liberal democracy in general, and of judicial review in particular, for three reasons. First, the executive’s radicalization pushes for policies that represent an existential threat to other actors’ interests or values (for example, Argentina in 1946–1955 under Perón’s first and second terms; Chile in 1970–1973 under the Allende presidency; Spain in 1931–1936 under the Second Republic), who then have heightened incentives to try to block the policies or to try to remove the president. Hence, the opposition is itself radicalized in order to respond to the executive’s impatience and insub ergence. Opposition actors might even believe that the use of “institutional strategies” and “moderate goals” are inadequate to stop an executive who is perceived as willing to go “all the way.” This increases the level of political confrontation and creates uncertainty about how resilient institutions will be. Compromise is less likely because the stakes that actors face are high and because actors conceptualize their differences as “non-divisible” or “either-or” conflicts instead of “divisible conflicts over more or less.”

The dynamic interaction between different radicalized actors transforms multidimensional and crosscutting conflicts into unidimensional confrontations in which politicians and citizens understand politics in an antagonistic way. Radicalization can increase because it tends to be a self-reproducing process when actors’ actions and perceptions of each other reinforce each other over time. Early events in a confrontational sequence generate movement in one direction that is reinforced by the presence of new events that push the process in the same direction. The process self-amplifies because it is “expanded, increased, strengthened, and enhanced.” In this sequence, all actors end up understanding politics in a warlike fashion wherein “force monitors persuasion, might establishes right, and conflict resolution is sought in terms of the defeat of the enemy—of the ‘other’ looked on as a hostis [Latin: public enemy].” Actors perceive that they have “public and fundamental disagreements about how their shared system should be structured.” In extreme situations, both radicalized groups can embrace mutually exclusive “ways of life” and “highest values” which undermine democratic stability. Radicalization undermines key values that are fundamental for democratic stability: prudence, moderation, tolerance, patience, reformism, and a pragmatic view of politics.
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Second, as noted above, radicalization implies a feeling of impatience: that is, a strong commitment to the immediate implementation of a package of public policies, in many cases inspired by certain values or ideologies. Therefore, radicalized actors are only interested in either maintaining or implementing substantive outcomes, not upholding a specific political regime. Their attitude towards political regimes is conditional on how well they serve the achievement of one’s policy goals. Liberal democracy is a political regime, a specific set of institutions and procedures, not a policy outcome. The electoral dimension of democracy requires that parties who lose elections respect the results and accept that elections have uncertain results. Moreover, since electoral majorities change over time, it is very unlikely that a political party who defends a fixed set of public policies will remain in power forever. Additionally, in order to win elections and have legislative support, parties may need to moderate their platforms and negotiate with other parties. In conclusion, electoral competition by no means guarantees accomplishing the substantive goals that radicalized actors aim to achieve.

Third, by design, liberal democracies include complex institutional arrangements consisting of multiple veto players that make it difficult for executives to implement radical economic and social changes. Opposition parties, economic actors, the media, unions, religious institutions, and civil society organizations can use multiple institutional mechanisms to either block or severely limit public policies and institutional reforms that the executive wants to implement. There are multiple scenarios in which a radicalized president would face severe limitations on his or her policies. If the president does not have a majority in Congress, the opposition can block legislative initiatives from the incumbent party. Even if there is a unified government and the executive is able to get legislation passed, the state bureaucracy has numerous mechanisms to either delay or significantly alter the implementation of public policies. Even when the president has support from the bureaucracy and the legislature, audit bodies, ombudsman’s offices, human rights commissions, electoral management bodies, and anti-corruption agencies can expose wrongdoings and abuse of power by public officials. Even if the incumbent party controls the executive, Congress, the bureaucracy, and agencies of horizontal accountability, individual rights protect individuals from the abuses of state power. Therefore, the scope of the government’s power in implementing public policies and regulating...
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civil society is necessarily constrained. In particular, the judiciary can block public policies and institutional reforms when judges consider that they infringe on constitutionally-protected individual rights.  

In conclusion, liberal democracies are political regimes that will very likely produce high levels of dissatisfaction and frustration among radicalized actors. In situations in which judges block numerous decisions by a radicalized president elected in free and fair elections, it is not surprising that the executive will develop a populist narrative against the judiciary and try to implement reforms to undermine its independence.

Two Sequences of Radicalization

In many countries, radicalized presidents show an early, strong, and well-defined commitment to implementing public policies and institutional reforms that they expect will generate staunch resistance from certain actors (see Diagram 1). These presidents are probably aware that autonomous judges can stop their preferred institutional reforms and public policies, since they were appointed by previous political elites whom these presidents oppose.  

Also, in cases where the opposition controls Congress, presidents may feel threatened by the possibility of being removed through an impeachment procedure, and the co-optation of the judiciary would give them an important advantage for blocking the opposition. Moreover, elected presidents who have considerable popular support often see adversarial courts as actors controlled by the elites to protect the interests of “an oligarchical enemy, the deep state” instead of serving and protecting “the people.” The president’s decision to implement illiberal reforms predates any actions taken by the judiciary or the opposition. In fact, the reforms are designed as a pre-emptive attack with the goal of neutralizing the opposition and the courts.
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**Diagram 1. First Sequence of Radicalization**

**Diagram 2. Second Sequence of Radicalization**

One of the clearest examples of a president committed to undermining judicial independence from the very beginning of his term has been Hugo Chávez in Venezuela (1999–2013). Chávez’s main campaign promise in 1998 was the convocation of a constituent assembly to draft a new constitution.\(^{33}\) The constitution-making process allowed the executive to remove almost all of the existing justices and appoint new loyal justices in less than a year.\(^{34}\) The constituent assembly also began the process of co-opting the lower courts by creating an ad-hoc entity, which replaced about one-third of lower-level judges without following any constitutional procedure.\(^{35}\) Besides the extreme case of Chávez, there are many other examples of Latin American presidents who very early in their terms either attempted to or even succeeded in effectively neutralizing/co-opting the judiciary in order to implement public policies and/or bring about other institutional reforms: Juan Perón in Argentina (1946–1955),\(^{36}\) Alberto Fujimori in Peru (1990–2000),\(^{37}\) Carlos Menem

---


In this article, I use theory-building process tracing to theorize an alternative sequence of events that lead to the creation of a populist narrative (see Diagram 2). I show that a president’s populist narrative about the proper role of the judiciary can arise endogenously as a consequence of a sequence of events produced by the interaction of the government, social actors, and opposition parties. In particular, I present a causal narrative of certain events that occurred during Cristina Fernández’s administrations in Argentina (2007–2015), which shows that a radicalization process between the incumbent party and opposition actors can gradually lead the government to adopt a populist conception of the judiciary, and which eventually leads to the implementation of reforms that can undermine judicial independence.

Once the president is determined to implement policies and/or institutional reforms that are considered extreme by opposition actors, the opposition will likely go to the courts to challenge the reforms’ constitutionality. In cases where the judiciary is not under the control of the executive branch, and judges find the opposition’s arguments persuasive, the president’s decisions will likely be stopped by the courts. Ultimately, the adoption of a populist conception of the judiciary is a reaction to judges’ decisions to block the executive branch’s decisions.

The Gradual Development of the Populist Narrative against a Liberal Conception of the Judiciary, 2007–2015

Since the collapse of the last military dictatorship in 1983, presidential democracy in Argentina has remained the only game in town despite multiple economic and political crises. Within this post-1983 period, there has been significant economic and political instability, including two periods of hyperinflation (in 1989, and again in 1990), an intense economic and social crisis between 1998 and 2002, and the early resignation of two presidents from the Radical Party. The party system has also changed since 1983. Until the mid-1990s it was dominated by two parties, the Partido Justicialista (PJ) and the Unión Cívica Radical (UCR). However, over time the UCR’s share of national votes in presidential and legislative elections declined, while the...
importance of third parties rose. The economic structure also went through a deep transformation in the 1990s when President Carlos Menem implemented broad pro-market reforms that included privatization of state companies, labor deregulation, and reduction of trade barriers. Although these reforms successfully brought down hyperinflation and created economic growth, by the end of the decade the economy entered a recession, leading to increased poverty, unemployment, and wealth inequality.

This situation ended in an unprecedented economic, political, and social crisis in 2001, which led President Fernando de la Rúa from the UCR to resign. An interim Peronist president took office until the 2003 presidential election. Given the collapse of the UCR, that election was decided among different factions within the PJ. Néstor Kirchner, a Peronist governor from the far southern Patagonian province of Santa Cruz, was elected to a four-year term. From the outset, Kirchner proposed a set of policies that were the polar opposite of what Menem had done a decade before: interventionist economic policies, expansion of the social safety net, prosecuting military officers who were accused of human rights violations during the last military dictatorship, a strong alliance with unions and social movements, and prioritizing relations with other Latin American countries over those with the United States. These policies clearly located his administration on the progressive side of the political spectrum and made him part of Latin America’s left turn. However, his presidency had important differences with the most radical examples of the “pink tide” (for example, Hugo Chávez, Evo Morales, and Rafael Correa). Kirchner never proposed a wholesale rewrite of the Constitution, used the police or the armed forces to repress political demonstrations, relied upon the judiciary to prosecute journalists and opposition politicians, or proposed any media regulations. Moreover, he decided to broaden his coalition by including politicians from non-Peronist parties. This is corroborated by the V-Party expert-coded assessments of the level of illiberalism (v2xpa_illiberal) of the Peronist Party, which was 0.22 in 2003 and 0.20 in 2005, in contrast to Chávez’s Fifth Republic Movement score of 0.946 in 1998, and Correa’s Alianza País score of 0.95 in 2007.

From the beginning of his term, Kirchner took different measures that increased judicial independence. Days after he took office, he started pushing for important changes to the Supreme Court. A majority of the sitting judges had been subjected to staunch criticism due to their lack of independence from the Menem Administration and their support for executive decisions of dubious constitutional validity. Kirchner’s

48 Marcos Novaro, Alejandro Bonvecchi, and Nicolás Cherny, Los límites de la voluntad: Los gobiernos de Duhalde, Néstor y Cristina Kirchner (Ariel, 2014).
49 This is an index built with expert survey responses to four questions: (1) whether politicians use personal attacks or demonize their opponents; (2) the extent to which politicians are committed to free and fair elections; (3) how often parties claim that the will of the majority should be implemented even if it violates minority rights; and (4) the degree to which politicians explicitly discourage the use of violence. When this index’s value is 0, it represents a state of complete liberalism, while a value of 1 represents total illiberalism.
decision to move forward with the impeachment of Menem-appointed justices led to a
total reshaping of the Court. Kirchner’s four newly-appointed justices were regarded
as independent and prestigious, not having strong links to the incumbent party or
the president’s circle.52 Also, the appointment process had an unprecedented level
of transparency by including public hearings and active participation of civil society
actors. Moreover, Kirchner also supported reducing the size of the Supreme Court,
which deprived him of the ability to appoint extra justices.53 The new justices were
not willing to simply support any and every executive decision since the new justices
were strongly committed to maintaining their independence and strengthening the
judiciary.54 Despite enhancing the independence of the Supreme Court, Kirchner
decided to introduce, from 2006 to 2007, multiple legislative changes that increased
significantly the powers of the executive vis-à-vis Congress, the governors, and the
lower courts.55

The success of Kirchner’s economic policy, the weakness of non-Peronist parties, and
the disarray of opposition factions within the PJ explains why Kirchner won the 2005
midterm elections and Cristina Fernández de Kirchner, his wife and an influential
senator, was elected as his successor in 2007 by a margin of nearly 20 points over
the next runner-up. During the presidential campaign, Fernández’s proposals were
moderate and pluralistic; in addition, her candidate for vice president was a governor
from the Radical Party, the main opposition party.56 The name of the political
coalition that Kirchner and Fernández created was called the Plural Arrangement
(Concertación Plural). She explicitly emphasized that her future administration was
going to improve “the institutional quality” of Argentina: she insisted that the country
needed to be stable, and promised that her government was going to be plural,
open, and heterogeneous, incorporating politicians from different parties, always
promoting “social dialog.”57 Moreover, she strongly rejected any political projects
that proposed the creation of “hegemonic exclusions,” and she differentiated herself
from those who wanted to create false conflicts and antinomies.58 Therefore, it is
unsurprising that the V-Party illiberalism score for the incumbent party in 2007 was
0.241, very similar to the scores for this party for 2003 and 2005. However, in 2008
the government began to radicalize its preferences, which substantially increased its
V-Party illiberalism scores to 0.345 in 2009, 0.378 in 2011, and then 0.395 in 2013.

A few months after Cristina Fernández took office in December 2007, an unexpected
conflict unleashed a process of radicalization between the government, the opposition
parties, economic actors, and the media. In March 2008, the minister of economy,

52 Daniel Brinks, “Judicial Reform and Independence in Brazil and Argentina: The Beginning of a New
54 Ricardo Lorenzetti, “Políticas de Estado para el Poder Judicial,” 2007, https://www.cij.gov.ar/politicas-de-
estado-para-el-poder-judicial.pdf; Ricardo Lorenzetti, El arte de hacer justicia: La intimidad de los casos más
difíciles de la Corte Suprema de Argentina (Bogotá: Temis, 2013).
55 Mario Serrafero, “Argentina: Tres reformas institucionales del kirchnerismo,” Revista Aragonesa de
56 Alberto Fernández, Politicamente incorrecto: Razones y pasiones de Néstor Kirchner (Buenos Aires:
57 Novaro, Bonvecchi, and Cherny, Los límites de la voluntad, 259–263.
lanacion.com.ar/politica/el-cambio-institucional-va-en-serio-md062306?R=b8x724; Diego Schurman,
elpais/1-89725-2007-08-15.html; “En el lanzamiento de la fórmula, Cristina Kirchner defendió con fuerza la
concertación oficialista,” Clarín, August 14, 2007, https://www.clarin.com/ediciones-anteriores/lanzamiento-
formula-cristina-kirchner-defendio-fuerza-concertacion-oficialista_o_56NvVzvC5.html; Diego Schurman,
elpais/1-92203-2007-10-05.html.
Martín Lousteau, raised the tax rate on a variety of agricultural exports, a decision quickly objected to by the four main organizations that represented agricultural producers. For the next three months, they organized multiple strikes, suspended sales and distribution of grains and meat, staged massive demonstrations, and blocked key highways and roads. In turn, the government, unions, and some social movements reacted by organizing multiple demonstrations and rallies against the rural organizations. Both sides exhibited radicalized preferences. Despite the fact that multiple rounds of negotiations were conducted between the government and the agricultural producers, no definitive agreement was reached. Moreover, the government framed the conflict in terms of an existential battle between fighting for a “country with more justice, with more equality, with better income distribution,” or an elitist and unequal country in which “just a few” can live well.

The executive’s decision to raise export taxes was not only blocked by the direct action taken by rural organizations; many judges ruled that it was unconstitutional to raise taxes without congressional approval. Moreover, some Supreme Court justices privately warned the president that they were not going to support raising taxes by presidential decree instead of a law approved by Congress, given the explicit constitutional prohibition against it. Given the staunch resistance of rural organizations and the lack of support in the courts, Fernández tried instead to raise taxes through passing a law—which itself failed in July 2008 because the legislative coalition that supported the administration fractured, with even the vice president voting against the bill.

This conflict over tax policy changed the dynamic of Argentinian politics partially because of how the administration interpreted it: as a struggle between “the people” and “the oligarchy.” The administration perceived the reaction by the rural organizations as a sign of a nefarious alliance between powerful economic interests, the media, and opposition parties with the ultimate goal of forcing President Fernández to resign. The administration claimed to be under attack because the president had committed an “sin” in the eyes of the elites—that is, “being voted for by a majority of Argentinians in free, open, and democratic elections.” According to the administration’s narrative, the agricultural organizations and their supporters were undemocratic because they resisted a decision made by a government elected by the people. Moreover, the government characterized this conflict not as an economic dispute over tax policy, but “a political conflict created by those special interest groups who condemn our human rights policies and those who lost the [last] election.”

---

Moreover, Fernández stated that the rural organizations and their supporters were defenders of the last military dictatorship. Former President Kirchner went even further and explicitly said that the rural organizations were repeating the same actions of those civilians and military officers who had participated in military coups and violated human rights. What started as a disagreement about a technical-administrative decision to raise agricultural export taxes ended up reinvigorating the historical Peronism/anti-Peronism cleavage.

This conflict had a direct and quick spillover effect on the relationship between the government and the media. In the midst of the 2008 conflict, Gabriel Mariotto, the official in charge of the regulatory media agency, stated that “the mother of all battles is a new broadcast media law.” At different points during the confrontation with the agricultural associations, members of the incumbent party expressed the idea that these and other powerful economic actors were actively using the media as a weapon against the people. For instance, President Fernández said, “This time they did not come with tanks, this time it’s been with some multimedia ‘generals’ who, besides supporting the lock out [sic: blackout] against the people, have done an information lock out [sic], changing, distorting, giving only one side of the story.” In this view, while in the past the armed forces were used by economic actors to topple “national and popular” governments, now the media had become the preferred tool used by economic interests. The media was not only lying to the people; it was trying to silence the president—that is, trying to disrupt her connection to the people.

Fernández’s rhetoric initiated a process of intense confrontation between the government and the media, in particular with Grupo Clarín, Argentina’s largest media conglomerate. In reflecting upon this time, a member of Cristina Fernández’s administration has made a connection between the 2008 conflict and the 2009 media law:

With the conflict with the agricultural organizations, we all had a very strange sensation. Until that moment, politics was more or less normal, and then all of a sudden, the voice of the incumbent party disappeared from all TV stations. What we said, what we communicated, was absent in the media … We felt that they turned off all the microphones, it was a very fast and sudden process that did not happen before in Argentinian politics.
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According to his testimony, the government believed that it was urgent and necessary to implement a media law, because otherwise “nobody would hear anything we say.”

Reflecting on that year, a high-ranking official from President Néstor Kirchner’s previous administration told me that:

there is a change in 2008, the government starts to create antagonisms with the agricultural producers, with Clarín, with ‘the oligarchy,’ it embraces a different conception of politics in which nobody can be neutral, there are only two sides, a confrontation between friends and enemies ... the influence of the left in the government is much higher, including intellectuals such as Ernesto Laclau and his ideas.\(^{75}\)

Multiple opposition politicians share this view about how 2008 was a critical juncture in terms of the levels of radicalization between the administration and the opposition.\(^{76}\)

After building a broad social and political coalition, the incumbent party was able to pass in October 2009 a law against excessive media concentration, which limited the number of licenses that one company can hold.\(^{77}\) Therefore, Grupo Clarín and other important media organizations would have to be broken up into smaller independent firms. Soon after the media law was passed, Clarín implemented a far-reaching legal strategy against the constitutionality of the media law. It succeeded. The media conglomerate obtained in December 2009 a temporary injunction that included a stay of the law’s implementation. This injunction was renewed multiple times by different judges until October 2013, when the Supreme Court upheld the law’s constitutionality.\(^{78}\) However, Clarín then obtained new injunctions challenging the way the government was implementing the law between 2014 and 2015.\(^{79}\)

Besides the media law, the administration systematically criticized the media and portrayed journalists as neither independent nor autonomous actors.\(^{80}\) Instead, the government alleged that media actors were just puppets of powerful economic forces who used them against the people.\(^{81}\) Professional journalism was just a “window-dressing” of economic interests, used by the opposition against the government.\(^{82}\)

---

\(^{75}\) High-ranking official of President Néstor Kirchner’s administration, interview by the author.

\(^{76}\) One senator and three deputies from opposition parties, interviews by the author.


\(^{81}\) Silvio Waïsbord, *Vox populi sta: Medios, periodismo, democracia* (Barcelona: Gedisa, 2014).

The executive also implemented a judicial strategy by charging the owners of the newspapers Clarín and La Nación with crimes against humanity during the last military dictatorship, and of money laundering. Finally, the courts stopped the government from taking control over the only Argentinian paper-producing company and collecting a tax from La Nación that would have imposed a significant financial burden on the newspaper. Regarding the latter decision, President Fernández blamed the courts for allowing this newspaper to “rip the people off.”


Until 2010, neither the government nor any member of the incumbent coalition identified the judiciary as an actor that was part of this coalition “against the people.” The involvement of the judiciary in the conflict between the government and the media is the origin of the development of Kirchnerism’s populist conception of the courts and its attempt to implement a judicial reform in 2013 that could have severely jeopardized judicial independence. The strong criticisms against the judiciary began in January 2010 when some judges ruled that the president could not use a decree to order the central bank to use its reserves to pay the country’s external debt. Former President Kirchner (whose wife Cristina Fernández was by this time president) interpreted the fact that judges and the opposition were using similar arguments against the government as a “clear alliance of the judicial party

---

83 *La Nación* is an important newspaper with a center-right orientation.
87 Three anonymous sources who belong to the judiciary, [interviews by the author; “Un amparo que pone freno a Clarín su fábrica de papel de periódicos,” *El País* (Spain), May 10, 2013, Internacional, [https://elpais.com/internacional/2013/05/11/actualidad/1368293814_58_57246.html](https://elpais.com/internacional/2013/05/11/actualidad/1368293814_58_57246.html);
89 In March 2007, President Kirchner publicly asked some judges of the Criminal Law Federal Court of Cassation to speed up human rights trials. Some members of his administration asked some of the judges on the Court to resign. However, these criticisms were not formulated according to the populist script that characterized the attacks against the judiciary after 2010. Also, Kirchner directed his criticisms towards a very specific group of judges, rather than challenging the judiciary’s right to conduct judicial review; “Palabras del Presidente de la Nación, doctor Néstor Kirchner, en el acto de conmemoración del Día Nacional de la Memoria, por la Verdad y la Justicia,” [Pink House website, March 24, 2007, [https://www.casarosada.gob.ar/informacion/archivo/25040-blank-13935454/](https://www.casarosada.gob.ar/informacion/archivo/25040-blank-13935454); “Desde el Gobierno pidieron la renuncia del juez de Casación,” *La Nación*, March 27, 2007, Política, [https://www.lanacion.com.ar/politica/desde-el-gobierno-pidieron-la-renuncia-del-juizde-casacion-nid8084909](https://www.lanacion.com.ar/politica/desde-el-gobierno-pidieron-la-renuncia-del-juizde-casacion-nid8084909)
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with [Grupo Clarín CEO Héctor] Magnetto and [Vice President Julio] Cobos.”

In Kirchner’s view, the fact that judges, the media, and opposition parties were in agreement was confirmation that they were conspiring against the government: “The head of the conspiracy is Magnetto, Clarín, the vice president, the opposition parties, and the judicial party.” From that moment onward, any adverse ruling was interpreted as an attempt to “condition the government and restrict its room to maneuver.” Every time a judge or a prosecutor questioned the executive’s decree or law, the perception was that these actors were trying to govern the country.

Kirchner popularized this new term, “the judicial party,” to describe the behavior of judges who ruled against the government. The term, which has since continually been used by members of the incumbent party, drew a clear equivalence between the judiciary and political parties. The assumptions behind the term followed a simple logic: (1) judges are partisan actors, and therefore they are intrinsically biased; (2) the judiciary is not an independent branch of government whose role is to adjudicate legal disputes according to ordinary statutes, constitutional provisions, and international law; (3) judges are not and cannot be independent actors who rule according what they believe is the correct interpretation of the law.

As in the case of journalists, according to Kirchner’s populist rhetoric, judges are always dependent on “concentrated economic powers” who directly control them: “We need judges who rule not by following the front page of Clarín, but according to civil and criminal law.” Frequently, President Fernández has claimed that judges were bought off by powerful media and economic groups, and members or her party said that there are judges who release prisoners in exchange for money. From 2010 until the end of Fernández’s second term, the president and multiple members of the incumbent party used these criticisms whenever judges ruled in a way that the president disliked, claiming that “The judicial party” is a “new battering ram against the government of the people, that it “works in coordination with concentrated economic powers and, mainly, with the monopolistic media trying to destabilize the executive branch and disregarding the legislature’s decisions. That is, a superpower above the institutions arising from the popular vote.”

After three years of legal battles on the injunction against the media law, on December 9, 2012, President Fernández, in a massive political rally, made an explicit connection between the behavior of the judiciary at that time against her administration and...
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the Supreme Court’s support of military coups against popular leaders in the past.100 She explicitly said that the Supreme Court was partially responsible for “the darkest period of our history,” since the Court validated the first military coup in 1930. By that time, the populist conception of the judiciary was clear when she contrasted the strong popular legitimacy of the executive and legislative branches with the fact that the judiciary “has remained untouched by the popular will” and under the constant influence of “economic powers and the corporations.”101 In her view, the existence of a judiciary that does not obey the incumbent party—the party that represents the will of the people—harms democracy. Commenting on an injunction that favored the Sociedad Rural Argentina, an organization that represented big landowners, Fernández stated that “This not only breaks down the principle of equality before the law, but it also leads to there being a superpower branch above the executive and the legislative branches.”

For her, the social makeup of the judiciary also reflected its lack of democratization. It was an elitist and aristocratic body determined to maintain its privileges: “The judiciary is aristocratic and only judges’ children and friends can get into it. It is a kind of clique. This is why a thoroughgoing reform is needed, in order to throw open its doors, and to allow the people to participate.”102 The proposed solution to this threat to democracy was to “democratize the judiciary,” to pack it with judges who would not go against the will of the people: “we need a judiciary that serves the people.”103 A legitimate judiciary would be one characterized by “people’s power” instead of “aristocratic power,” one that follows the will of the people instead of corporate interests.104

These strong criticisms against the judiciary as a conservative and aristocratic actor strongly resonated with a group of judges, lawyers, prosecutors, and legal scholars, who created an organization called “Legitimate Justice” at the beginning of 2013.105 In its founding document, they insisted that judges “should be independent from the economic interests of big corporations, from media conglomerates, from judges of higher instances—and they should even be independent from the organizations that represent them.”106 They pushed for a renewed judicial system, one whose main goal should be to strengthen the state and defend the people against interference from “sectors of concentrated economic power” and “the hegemonic media.”107 Members of

---


103 “Cristina Kirchner aseguró que el fallo de la ley de medios la ‘dejó sin habla,’ ” La Nación, April 18, 2013, Política, https://www.lanacion.com.ar/politica/cristina-kirchner-aseguro-que-el-fallo-de-ley-de-medios-la-dejo-sin-habla-nid1573883/.


105 Three high-ranking officials of Cristina Fernández’s government and a congressperson from the Justicialist Party, interviews by the author.
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Legitimate Justice also felt that judges’ interpretation of the law is always biased and that judges cannot be neutral or impartial because they are political and ideological actors. They argued that judges need to be aware that they are immersed in social and economic struggles and they need to interpret the law with an awareness of power asymmetries. In this sense, for Legitimate Justice, Kirchnerism had brought an awareness of how the judiciary had consciously (or unconsciously) served as a tool for certain political interests. “Beforehand, we judges talked about clothes or about vacations; now we talk about politics,” said Legitimate Justice President María Laura Garrigós de Rébori, who added, “Today it is an unavoidable topic in any meeting.”

After the creation of a populist narrative about what a legitimate judiciary should look like, the incumbent party passed a comprehensive judicial reform at the end of April 2013, called “The Democratization of the Judiciary.” The core of the reform implied that the members of the Judicial Council (the state entity involved in the process of appointing, sanctioning, and removing judges) would be chosen through national elections. As a consequence of how it was designed, the party in power would have had total control over it. In the opening of the 2013 legislative year, President Fernández reiterated that the judiciary remained untouched by the forces of democracy and that the doors of the judiciary need to be opened up to the people. When explaining the content of the judicial reform, Fernández said that her husband and immediate predecessor, President Néstor Kirchner, had initiated a profound democratization of the state in 2003 and that it was time that ordinary citizens participated in the judiciary.

After dozens of judges found that the judicial reform was unconstitutional, the administration said that this opposition to the “democratization of the judiciary” was the reaction of elitist judges who wanted to maintain their privileges against the will of the people. Various members of the incumbent party affirmed that judges must not stop the political will of the representatives of the Argentinian people; when the judiciary blocks the will of the people, it is taking the side of the status quo. As President Fernández said a few days before the Supreme Court undermined her intended judicial reform:

I am prepared to face anything in order to have a better-organized country, in which the three branches of government are totally democratic and open to the people and most importantly independent from big corporations ... So, I ask myself when someone asserts, some of these constitutional scholars or theorists assert, that the judiciary is a “counterpower” inside

110 Bruno, “La democratización del Poder Judicial.”
112 For more on the Judicial Reform, see Bianchi, “Una Reforma Inconstitucional.”
114 “Proyecto de democratización de la Justicia,” Cristina Fernández de Kirchner personal website, April 8, 2013, https://www.cfkargentina.com/proyecto-de-democratizacion-de-la-justicia/.
Members of the incumbent party said that judges should not act as part of a system of checks and balances on the people because they believed that “the people cannot vote for something that is unconstitutional.”118 and that “in a democracy, the majority controls the three branches of government.”119 Julián Domínguez, the speaker of the Chamber of Deputies, reaffirmed that “we are the representatives of the will of the people and, therefore, judges cannot stop the political will,”120 and that “the judiciary needs to stop fearing the people.”121 According to Julio Alak, the minister of justice, there was nothing more constitutional than the people choosing the members of the judicial council (the institutional actor that is involved in the appointment, sanctioning, and removal of lower-court judges).122

The core of the judicial reform proposed by the president was quickly nullified by the Supreme Court in the ruling on the Rizzo case (June 2013).123 The justices explained at length the legal and theoretical foundations underlying the proper role of the judiciary in a liberal-democratic regime. After the Supreme Court overturned the judicial reform, President Fernández lamented that it had been invalidated since “it was a very good law [to create] a comptroller of the judiciary; it cannot be that we are all monitored and that there is only one actor that answers to no one.”124 In 2014, she repeated that the judiciary validated the legitimacy of all the military coups, while the political parties that represented the people were vilified and attacked by the military. She contrasted once again the legitimate popular foundations of the executive and legislative branches with “the judiciary, the only branch of government that is self-governing and self-selecting even through mechanisms that, one of these days, ought to change.”125 She was convinced that these changes in the judiciary were inevitable, that sooner or later they were going to happen: “it is a biological question. Some sectors of that branch [the judiciary] are still occupied by the dinosaurs, but...
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dinosaurs are destined to go extinct, new blood is coming in everywhere, whether they like it or not.”

At the end of 2014, in a massive political rally, Fernández rattled off the list of challenges that she and former President Kirchner faced. She said that, afterwards, the corporations resorted to using their “media hitmen” and allied “judicial henchmen” to weaken her administration.

Judges against “National and Popular Leaders,” 2015–Present

At the end of 2014, another element began to be incorporated into the administration’s narrative against the judiciary when judges started to investigate corruption cases more intensively. Indeed, one of the most politically damaging actions against the government was the investigation of Amado Boudou, who served as Cristina Fernández’s vice president, for corruption charges. Only five months after the Fernández-Boudou ticket won by a landslide in the 2011 presidential elections, the judicial investigation started. A trial judge moved forward and indicted Boudou in 2014 on influence peddling and bribery charges. Until the end of Fernández’s term, the government framed these actions as part of a legal-political persecution. For instance, the chief of the cabinet of ministers commented multiple times that this was the consequence of “a judicial and media attack on members of the executive branch.”

Also, the president indicated that members of her administration, the attorney general, and some prosecutors were victims of political persecution and harassment by the judiciary when they were summoned by different judges to give statements. The connection between the media, the judiciary, and the persecution of supporters of the administration was drawn explicitly by her: “there are some judges who are very afraid of the media and especially of Clarín … It is awful having to live in a country where judges issue rulings according to their degree of fear of being criticized or persecuted … this should come to an end if we really want to live in a democracy.” On this topic, one member of the administration indicated that “there is an impunity pact between the media corporation and the judicial corporation [sic].”

After Cristina Kirchner left the presidency in 2015, her criticisms of the judiciary intensified as a consequence of multiple judicial investigations against her and members of her administration. The term often used to describe this new situation was “lawfare”: a political-judicial practice that aims to inhibit Latin American populist leaders from running for office in order to protect “neoliberal” presidents who were

---

130 “Feliz cumpleaños democracia argentina,” Cristina Fernández de Kirchner personal website, December 13, 2014. See also “Apertura del 133” período de sesiones ordinarias del Congreso de la Nación,” March 1, 2015, https://www.cfkargentina.com/discurso-completo-de-la-presidenta-cristina-Fernandez-de-kirchner-apertura-del-133-periodo-de-sesiones-ordinarias-del-congreso-de-la-nacion-cfkapertura2015/.
131 “Acto de inauguración de la quinta edición de Tecnópolis,” July 17, 2015, https://www.cfkargentina.com/acto-de-inauguracion-de-la-quinta-edicion-de-tenopolis/.
implementing economic policies against the interests of the people.¹³³ In this view, Fernández’s successor, the center-right President Mauricio Macri (2015–2019), in league with the Supreme Court, lower courts, prosecutors, and the media, resorted to illegal practices to indict and imprison politicians from the “democratic and popular camp.”¹³⁴ According to the populist script, while Fernández was president, the “judicial party” blocked the executive’s decisions that could have harmed the interests of the media or important economic sectors. Instead, the populist narrative argues that when the executive is directly under the control of these economic elites, judges started to act to prevent popular leaders from returning to office.¹³⁵

To conclude, I follow Pierre Ostiguy’s conceptualization of populism to locate the place of the judiciary within Cristina Fernández’s populist script more generally (see Diagram 3).¹³⁶ Based on the elite interviews I conducted and the analysis of multiple speeches, I argue that she systematically divides the political space into popular and anti-popular forces. The popular forces are comprised of “the people” and the “national and popular” movement that Fernández incarnates. Also, the Argentinian people have the international support of other Latin American peoples and their popular leaders. On the other hand, the domestic anti-popular coalition is under the leadership of a “nefarious minority” comprised of economic actors and the media that also have the support of “hostile global/international forces” (such as the International Monetary Fund, transnational corporations, and vulture funds). Finally, there are local “state or political elites” (the opposition parties and “the judicial party”) who are also part of the domestic “anti-populist” coalition, but they clearly have a subordinate role insofar as they just implement orders coming a “nefarious local minority” and “hostile global/international forces.”¹³⁷

¹³³ Rafael Bielsa and Pedro Peretti, Lawfare: Guerra Judicial-Mediática—desde el primer centenario hasta Cristina Fernández de Kirchner (Buenos Aires: Ariel, 2019). N.B. This use refers to the term’s appropriation into Spanish by the authors of this book. In English, its use is generally restricted to the realm of international relations, as a form of international conflict strategy short of outright warfare, or to contests over matters related to national security or intelligence gathering.


¹³⁵ In many instances the United States is also included as an important actor in this “anti-populist” coalition. See Silvina M. Romano, ed., Lawfare: Guerra judicial y neoliberalismo en América Latina (Madrid: Mármol Izquierdo, 2019).


¹³⁷ See, for instance, Cristina Fernández’s final speech before the end of her second administration: “Cristina en la última Plaza de su segundo período presidencial,” Cristina Fernández de Kirchner personal website, https:// www.cfkargentina.com/discurso-de-cristina-kirchner-en-la-ultima-plaza-de-su-segundo-periodo-presidencial; Cristina Fernández de Kirchner, Sincereamente (Sudamericana, 2019), 373; Alejandra Vitale, “The Farewell Speech of Cristina Fernández de Kirchner,” in Rhetorics of Democracy in the Americas, eds. Adriana Angel, Michael Butterworth, and Nancy Gomez (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2021), 187. For the meaning of the terms “nefarious local minority” and “hostile global/international forces,” see Ostiguy, “The Socio-Cultural, Relational Approach to Populism,” 40–41.
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Diagram 3. Cristina Fernández’s Populist Script

It logically follows from the premises of Cristina Fernández’s populist script that the separation of powers among different branches of government is extremely undesirable for implementing public policies that reflect the will of the people. The system of checks and balances and the classical liberal understanding of what a constitution is, allows concentrated economic powers and hostile global/international forces to infiltrate the state and co-opt opposition parties and judges who protect their interests against the people. In November 2018, then-former president Fernández participated in the International Forum for Critical Thought and gave a presentation entitled “Capitalism, Neoliberalism, and the Crisis of Democracy.” She explicitly proposed the replacement of the system of separation of powers through checks and balances with new institutions that could preserve the functioning of democracy in a globalized world in which domestic and international economic actors as well as the media enjoy much more power than the nation-state and remain totally unregulated and uncontrolled by the Constitution.138 In April 2022, she reiterated that the liberal-republican constitutions that provide for the separation of powers have weakened the state, making it vulnerable to being co-opted by social and economic elites. The existing constitutions are antiquated, since they do not recognize that the “real power” is not located within the state, but lies with domestic and international economic actors. Therefore, in her view, it is necessary to create new institutions that centralize the power of the state in order to avoid social and economic elites from controlling it.139

Conclusion

An in-depth analysis of the Argentinian case shows that it is critical to differentiate various types of non-liberal conceptions of the judiciary: that is, those seemingly inseparable from a more comprehensive illiberal ideology and those that arise, largely by accident, within a particular policy confrontation in which the administration and the opposition adopt an intransigent stance. In the latter case, the populist narrative is created as a consequence of the radicalization between the president and opposition actors. In particular, I have traced how the radicalization of Cristina Fernández’s administration and different actors (mainly the media) led to the creation of a populist narrative about the legitimate role of the judiciary in a democracy. Although one cannot simply treat Cristina Fernández and her predecessor and husband, Néstor Kirchner, as expressing one and the same viewpoint, it is notable that neither Kirchner nor Fernández displayed any particular hostility to the judiciary prior to 2010. In this sense, Fernández and Kirchner clearly depart from the pattern of other Latin American presidents who are considered as part of the region’s “left turn” (for example, Hugo Chávez, Rafael Correa, and Evo Morales). Hence, the Fernández administration’s increasingly hostile rhetoric regarding the judiciary represents a case in which a particular policy controversy can generate opposition to an independent judiciary, even where no prior desire to undermine an independent judiciary is publicly expressed. Indeed, Fernández displayed both (1) impatience and (2) intransigence in attempting to achieve certain policy goals, leading her to not only reject compromise with the opposition, but also to perceive the media as well as the judiciary as illegitimately standing in the way of these same policy goals. What resulted was a process of radicalization, not only of those who initiated this process (namely, the Fernández administration) but also different opposition actors, who responded in kind to the perceived inflexibility of the executive.

Insofar as Cristina Fernández and her supporters began to see the judiciary as a political opponent because the latter proved to be an obstacle to the chief executive’s policies regarding the media (2009–2015), I argue that the president adopted a populist stance toward the judiciary by seeking to undermine its independent status and ability to conduct judicial review—that is to say, Kirchnerism’s narrative about the proper role of the courts in a democracy directly challenged one element that is a necessary component of liberal democracy and also of the Argentinian Constitution. Moreover, the analysis of dozens of speeches reveals that Kirchnerism’s understanding of the judiciary is not only illiberal but also strongly populist (as illustrated in Diagram 3). Cristina Fernández and many members of her administration believed that the judiciary should be subordinated to the will of the people, which is, in turn, expressed by a “national and populist government.” However, this neither implies that she also embraced other more extreme versions of illiberalism, nor that she had a well-defined plan to replace democracy with an authoritarian regime.